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Abstract—Molecular property prediction refers to the task of
labeling molecules with some biochemical properties, playing a
pivotal role in the drug discovery and design process. Recently,
with the advancement of machine learning, deep learning-based
molecular property prediction has emerged as a solution to
the resource-intensive nature of traditional methods, garnering
significant attention. Among them, molecular representation
learning is the key factor for molecular property prediction
performance. And there are lots of sequence-based, graph-based,
and geometry-based methods that have been proposed. However,
the majority of existing studies focus solely on one modality for
learning molecular representations, failing to comprehensively
capture molecular characteristics and information. In this paper, a
novel multi-modal representation learning model, which integrates
the sequence, graph, and geometry characteristics, is proposed
for molecular property prediction, called SGGRL. Specifically,
we design a fusion layer to fusion the representation of different
modalities. Furthermore, to ensure consistency across modalities,
SGGRL is trained to maximize the similarity of representations
for the same molecule while minimizing similarity for different
molecules. To verify the effectiveness of SGGRL, seven molecular
datasets, and several baselines are used for evaluation and
comparison. The experimental results demonstrate that SGGRL
consistently outperforms the baselines in most cases. This further
underscores the capability of SGGRL to comprehensively capture
molecular information. Overall, the proposed SGGRL model
showcases its potential to revolutionize molecular property
prediction by leveraging multi-modal representation learning
to extract diverse and comprehensive molecular insights. Our
code is released at https://github.com/Vencent-Won/SGGRL.

Index Terms—Sequence, Graph, Geometry, Molecular Repre-
sentation Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Drug discovery in traditional laboratories is a challenging,
expensive, and exceedingly time-consuming endeavor [1]. A
candidate compound can be utilized in drug design only after
undergoing comprehensive testing of its physical, biological,
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Fig. 1. The examples of sequence, graph, and geometry modal of a molecule.

and chemical properties. Consequently, molecular property
prediction stands as a pivotal stage in the drug discovery and
design process, involving the determination of biochemical
properties of unknown compounds [2]. In recent years, with
the rapid advancement of artificial intelligence, the utilization
of AI technology in drug discovery and design has garnered
significant attention due to its potential to streamline the
discovery cycle and reduce costs effectively [3]. Within this
landscape, deep learning-based molecular property prediction
methods have showcased remarkable performance. And there
are lots of data-driven molecular representation learning
methods, which can be mainly divided into three categories [4]:
sequence-based [5], graph-based [6], and geometry-based [4]
representation methods.

In sequence-based methods, a molecule can be represented
by the Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES)
with ASCII strings [7]. And sequence-based methods are mainly
concerned with nature language processing fields that extract
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the characteristics of each string to capture broader global infor-
mation. Examples of such methods include RNNSeq2seq [8],
Smiles-Bert [9], Smiles-Transformer [10], etc. As illustrated
in Figure 1 (a), SMILES encoding adheres to principles that
atoms, bonds, chemical valences, clearly functional groups com-
position (such as [N+](=O)[O-], etc.), and chirality information
(such as @, /, etc.). Therefore, sequence-based methods can
effectively learn molecular representation. Although sequence-
based methods can provide the unique encoding for each
periodic, bond and hyphen, their representation capability is
significantly restricted by the absence of molecular topology
information [11].

On the other hand, a molecule can be naturally represented
as a graph, where the nodes denote atoms and the edges denote
bonds, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b). And the molecular graph
provides the topology of the molecule such as atom connectivity,
the number and size of rings, etc. In contrast to sequence-
based methods, graph-based methods exploit the topology
of molecules. Graph neural networks methods [11]–[13],
for instance, extract molecular representation by aggregating
neighbor information and have demonstrated their efficacy in
tasks like molecule generation [14] and molecular property
prediction [15]. However, graph-based methods may struggle
with graphs that have similar topology but different properties.
Moreover, molecular graphs do not contain important informa-
tion such as chirality, molecular conformation (as is shown in
Figure 1 (c)), etc.

To face these challenges, researchers have turned their
attention to developing geometry-based representation methods,
such as [4], [16], [17]. But, the geometry-based methods pay
more attention to geometric-level molecular information. And
the conformation is always generated by chemical tools like
RDKit, etc. Consequently, there is a need for methods that
harness different modalities to achieve a more comprehensive
molecular representation. Moreover, certain methods combine
two modalities to extract molecular representation. Such as
GraSeq [18] utilizes the sequence and graph modals but neglects
the geometric information; GeomGCL [19] uses the geometric
modal as the augmentation view but neglects chirality, which
the sequence modality incorporates.

To address the above problems, this paper proposes a novel
multi-modal molecular representation learning model that inte-
grates the SMILES sequence, molecular graph, and molecular
geometry modal characteristics, called SGGRL. Specifically,
SGGRL first utilizes a sequenced encoder, graph encoder, and
geometric encoder with GlobalAttentionPool layers to generate
different modal representations. To ensure modality consistency
and reduce information redundancy, SGGRL incorporates a
contrastive learning mechanism. This mechanism maximizes
the similarity between representations of the same molecule
while minimizing the similarity between representations of
different molecules. And the representations of the three
modalities will be mixed by the fusion layer to acquire
comprehensive molecular representations for downstream tasks.
The overview of SGGRL is shown in Figure 2. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Diverging from prior research, we introduce a novel
multi-modal molecular representation learning model that
incorporates sequence, graph, and geometry modalities
for molecular property prediction.

• Considering the sequence is undirect, we introduce the
bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) to substitute the sequence
embedding layer and position embedding layer, which can
capture the SMILES contextual information. Additionally,
we incorporate GlobalAttentionPool and fusion layers into
molecular-level representation learning and modality fu-
sion. These enhancements facilitate the model in capturing
essential information while reducing redundancy.

• Extensive experiments on benchmark molecular property
prediction datasets are conducted. Notably, SGGRL sig-
nificantly outperforms all baselines and achieves 97.9%
on Clintox and 96.7% on BBBP.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review related work on sequence-based,
graph-based, geometry-based, and multi-modal molecular rep-
resentation learning methods. Molecular representation learning
is the crucial basis of molecular property prediction. The early
works mainly utilized some statistical methods and handcrafted
features, such as molecular fingerprint [20], Coulomb Ma-
trix [21], etc. However, these methods lack generalizability and
scalability. For instance, fingerprint-based methods rely heavily
on predefined fingerprint dictionaries. In recent years, data-
driven methods that combined with deep learning to extract
molecular representation, have received lots of attention, which
can be divided into three pipelines: sequence, graph, and
geometry [4].

A. Single-Modal Molecular Representation Learning Methods

Sequence-based methods represent a molecule as a SMILES
string and model molecular representation learning as a natural
language processing task. For example, Sa-BiLSTM [22]
introduced the self-attention mechanism to learn important
substructure strings (sub-molecules) for extracting molecular
representation. Similarly, SMILES-Transformer [10] proposed
a pre-trained method on large-scale molecules using the trans-
former architecture. However, the lack of structural information
limits the performance of sequence-based methods. In contrast,
graph-based methods model molecules as molecular graphs and
exploit molecular topology. Most graph neural networks are
variants of the Message Passing Neural Network [12], utilizing
message-passing mechanisms to aggregate neighbor informa-
tion and capture topological features, such as D-MPNN [23],
CMPNN [11], etc. Despite their advancements, graph-based
methods still face limitations in capturing geometric infor-
mation, such as molecular conformation. Researchers utilize
geometric coordination and angles to model the molecular
conformation and extract the molecular representation from it.
GEOM [24] uses advanced sampling and semi-empirical density
functional theory (DFT) to construct molecular structures and
predict molecular characteristics. Similarly, GEM [4] introduces
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Fig. 2. Overview of SGGRL.

a geometry-based neural network architecture designed to learn
molecular geometry knowledge.

B. Multi-Modal Molecular Representation Learning Methods

Obviously, single-modal methods can not comprehensively
describe a molecule. Factors such as chirality, functional groups,
scaffold, chemical valency, molecular topology, and confor-
mation information are the impact factors of the molecular
properties. Therefore, multi-modal molecular representation is
needed. For example, GraSeq [18] proposes a complementary
combination of graph neural networks and uses recurrent
neural networks for modeling two types of molecular inputs
with the combination of supervised loss and unsupervised
loss for training. GET [25] introduces the Graph Enhanced
Transformer, which fuses SMILES representations with atom
embeddings learned from Graph Neural Networks to address the
retrosynthesis prediction task. In contrast to the sequence-graph
combination, GeomGCL [19] and GraphMVP [26] establish
correspondence and consistency between the graph and geome-
try modalities for pre-training molecular representation models.
They leverage conformational information as a complement to
the graph modality. However, whether in sequence-graph fusion
or graph-geometry fusion, one modality is always lacking to
fully represent a molecule. Above all, this paper proposes
SGGRL, which distinguishes itself from the aforementioned
works by combining sequence, graph, and geometry modalities
to learn a more comprehensive representation.

III. METHODOLOGY

As shown in Figure 2, the SGGRL framework is composed
of three primary modules: the Molecular Encoder Module, the
Fusion and Prediction Module, and the Consistency Module.
In order to comprehensively capture molecular characteristics,
SGGRL employs the Molecular Encoder Module. This module

incorporates a sequence-based encoder, a graph-based encoder,
and a geometry-based encoder, enabling the extraction of
valuable insights from distinct modalities. To enhance the
SMILES encoding and avoid the directional effects of sequence
modal, the Bi-LSTM is introduced to replace the embedding
layer and position encoding layer. This addition serves to enrich
the learning of SMILES contextual information. To ensure
compatibility and consistency among different modalities while
minimizing redundancy, a fusion layer is strategically integrated,
accompanied by the introduction of a consistency learning
mechanism. In this section, we will provide a detailed break-
down of the SGGRL framework, elucidating its components
and functionalities.

A. Problem Formulation

The purpose of molecular property prediction is to match the
corresponding biochemical properties of objective molecules.
While molecular representation is needed for downstream
property prediction tasks. Therefore, molecular representation
learning aims to utilize the representation learning models
to acquire accurate molecular representation with molecular
encoding information. Formally, one can define the molecular
property prediction problem as:

y = F(Encoder(X)) (1)

where y is the target property, F is the molecular property
prediction predictor, Encoder is the representation learning
model, and X is the molecular encoding input. In this work,
the molecular encoding input can be extracted by the SMILES
sequence, molecular graph, and molecular geometry.

B. Molecular Encoder Module

The molecular encoder of SGGRL consists of three modal
encoders: sequence encoder, graph encoder, geometry encoder,



and readout layer. The details of the SGGRL encoder are as
follows.

Sequence Encoder. As shown in Figure 2 (a), here,
SGGRL introduces a transformer-based molecular encoder.
sequence-based molecular property prediction methods utilize
the SMILES with nature language models to learn molecular
representations. First, a molecule can be represented as a
SMILES sequence S = {si|i = 1, · · · , sT }, si ∈ D, where si
is a token of a SMILES string, T is the length of the SMILES
sequence and D is the dictionary of SMILES. Different from
other transformer-based encoders, SGGRL utilizes the one-hot
encoding to map the SMILES sequence to the feature vectors
Xseq = {xsi |i = 1, · · · , t}, xsi ∈ R|D|. Given that SMILES
is non-directional, a single-directional recurrent neural network
cannot precisely capture molecular information. Therefore,
SGGRL utilizes Bi-LSTM units to preprocess the one-hot
vectors and capture SMILES contextual information,{−→

hsi =
−−−−→
LSTM(xsi ,

−−−→
hsi−1

)
←−
hsi =

←−−−−
LSTM(xsi ,

←−−−
hsi−1

)
(2)

where the
−→
hsi and

←−
hsi are the hidden states of token si,

and the hidden state representation hsi can be obtained by
concatenating

−→
hsi and

←−
hsi ,

hsi = CONCAT(
−→
hsi ,
←−
hsi) (3)

And then, the sequence encoding can be input to the
transformer to learn the representation of SMILES.

Graph Encoder. As shown in Figure 2 (a), a molecule can
be described as a graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of
atoms and E is the set of bonds. To obtain the representation
information from graphs, SGGRL introduces CMPNN [11] as
the basic graph encoder to obtain the representations of atoms.
And the graph encoder of SGGRL consists of several CMPNN
layers. The CMPNN module consists of the following two
components: AGGREGATE and COMMUNICATE.
The input is the graph G = (V,E), which includes node
attributes XV and edge attributes XE . And the initial node
hidden representation h0

v = xv and edge hidden representation
h0
euv

= xeuv
. They are propagated at k-th iteration as follows,

mk
v = AGGREGATE(hk−1

e ) (4)

hk
v = COMMUNICATE(mk

v , h
k−1
v ) (5)

hk
euv

= σ(h0
euv

+W · (hk
v − hk−1

euv
))) (6)

where mk
v is the message obtained by node v, hk

v and hk
euv

is
the hidden representation of them, W is a learnable weight
matrix, and σ is the activation function. After L iterations,
once again the following operations are performed to obtain
the final messages and node representations:

mv = AGGREGATE(hL
euv

) (7)

hv = COMMUNICATE(mv, h
L
v , xv) (8)

The AGGREGATE(·) contains a message booster that
generates the maximum pooling result of the sum of the edge

hidden representations he and computes its elemental product
with the sum of he. The COMMUNICATE(·) takes the
form of a multi-layer perception.

Geometry Encoder. Since combining geometric information
into the graph structure can better predict molecular properties,
SGGRL further introduces the geometry representation learning
module. As is shown in Figure 2 (a), one can define a geometric
graph H = (V,E,A), where v ∈ V is regarded as the node,
e ∈ E is the edge, and a ∈ A is the bond angle. We obtain node
representations of each input geometric graph by introducing
GEMGNN [4], which use AGGEGATE and COMBINE
functions of GIN [27]. And to better learn the bond information
and fuse the atom and bond information of the geometric graphs,
GINE [28] is introduced to replace GIN. Formally, the node
representation hk

v can be expressed as:

mk
v = AGGEGATE(hk−1

v , hk−1
u , hk−1

euv
) (9)

hk
v = COMBINE(hk−1

v ,mk
v) (10)

where the hk−1
euv

is the (k − 1)-th layer edge representation.
And the k-th layer edge representation can be expressed as:

mk
euv

= AGGEGATE(

{hk−1
euv

, hk−1
euw

, xawuv
: w ∈ N(u)}

⋃
{hk−1

euv
, hk−1

evw
, xauvw

: w ∈ N(v)})

(11)

hk
euv

= COMBINE(hk−1
euv

,mk
euv

) (12)

where w ∈ N(u) and w ∈ N(v) refer to the neighbor of
node v and u respectively. Note that the h0

v is encoded by
the embedding layer with the features of node v, the h0

euv
is

encoded by the embedding layer with the features of edge
(u, v), and the xawuv is encoded by the embedding layer with
the features of angle auvw.

Above all, one can get different modal representations of a
token or an atom. Finally, to effectively capture the important
information of different modalities and reduce the redundant
information, SGGRL introduces a GlobalAttentionPool layer
to acquire the molecular-level representation Hs, Hg , and Hh.

C. Fusion Module

To capture comprehensive information on different modali-
ties, a fusion layer is designed to acquire a joint representation.
And it can be expressed as:

Hfusion = Ws ·Hs +Wg ·Hg +Wh ·Hh + b (13)

where Ws, Wg and Wh are learnable weights, and b is a bias
vector.

D. Loss Function

Typically, the goal of representation learning is to evaluate
the loss of supervised signals from downstream tasks, i.e.,
the molecular property labels in this work. However, since
our model uses three different representation modules from
sequences, graphs, and geometries, differences in the latent
spaces of different models need to be eliminated. In order



to maximize the consistency of feature space between dif-
ferent representations, SGGRL introduces a similarity-based
contrastive mechanism.

1) Contrastive Loss: In order to achieve the compatibility
and consistency of different modalities, we introduce the NT-
Xent [29] contrastive loss for each pair of modalities. And the
total contrastive loss of SGGRL can be expressed as:

Lcl =− log
exp(sim(Zg(i), Zh(i))/T )∑N

j=1,i̸=j exp(sim(Zg(i), Zh(j))/T )

− log
exp(sim(Zs(i), Zg(i))/T )∑N

j=1,i̸=j exp(sim(Zs(i), Zg(j))/T )

− log
exp(sim(Zh(i), Zs(i))/T )∑N

j=1,i̸=j exp(sim(Zh(i), Zs(j))/T )

(14)

where Zs, Zg and Zh is the output of a total projection head that
maps the representations Hs, Hg and Hh to the space where
contrastive loss is applied, sim(m,n) = mTn/

∥∥m∥∥ ∥∥n∥∥ de-
notes a similarity calculation function, and T is the contrastive
loss rate.

2) Joint Loss: To predict molecular properties, we intro-
duce a molecular property predictor F after the final fusion
representation Hfusion. For different tasks, the loss function
is different between predicted labels ypred and ground-truth
labels y. Formally, they can be defined as follows:

ypred = F(Hfusion) (15)

Lcls = LBCE(ypred, y) + αLcl (16)

Lreg = LMSE(ypred, y) + αLcl (17)

where the F consists of n layers multi-layer perception, LBCE

is the BCEWithLogitsLoss and LMSE is the MSELoss. Due
to the different magnitudes of contrastive loss and prediction
task loss, we introduce the ratio α of the contrastive loss to
balance different losses and make the training more stability

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, lots of experiments are conducted to demon-
strate the performance of SGGRL on seven benchmark datasets.
Specifically, we describe the datasets, baselines, and settings
used in the experiments, give overall results, and present the
ablation experiments. Finally, we conduct the data distribution
visualization experiments learned by different models for more
intuitive comparison.

A. Datasets

In this section, we utilize seven benchmark datasets from
MoleculeNet [30] to conduct experiments on classification
and regression tasks. Table I shows the statistics of these
datasets. Among them, BACE and BBBP are used for single-
classification tasks, SIDER, ClinTox, and Tox21 are used for
multi-task classification, and FreeSolv and ESOL are used for
regression tasks.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DATASETS.

Dataset # Graphs Avg. # Nodes Avg. # Edges # Tasks # Task Type
BACE 1513 34.1 36.9 1 Classification
BBBP 2039 24.1 26.0 1 Classification
SIDER 1427 33.6 35.4 27 Classification
ClinTox 1478 26.2 27.9 2 Classification
Tox21 7831 18.6 19.3 12 Classification

FreeSolv 642 8.7 8.4 1 Regression
ESOL 1128 13.3 13.7 1 Regression

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE HYPER-PARAMETER RANGES USED IN SGGRL.

Hyper-Parameters Descriptions Range
α contrastive loss ratio 0.1

Epoch number of epochs for training 100
Batch size batch size used during the training of the model 64, 128, 256

Max learning rate max learning rate of Noam LR scheduler 2e-3, 2e-4
Final learning rate final learning rate of Noam LR scheduler 1e-3, 1e-4
Initial learning rate initial learning rate of Noam LR scheduler 1e-3, 1e-4

Layers (CMPNN) the number of CMPNN layers 5
Layers (GEMGNN) the number of GemGNN layers 8
Layers (Bi-LSTM) the number of Bi-LSTM layers 3

Layers (Transformer) the number of Transformer layers 4
Hidden dim (CMPNN) the hidden dimension of CMPNN 256

Hidden dim (GemGNN) the hidden dimension of GemGNN 256
Hidden dim (Bi-LSTM) the hidden dimension of Bi-LSTM 256

Hidden dim (Transformer) the hidden dimension of Transformer 256
Head number (Transformer) the number of self-attention heads in Transformer 4

B. Baselines

We compare our SGGRL method with nine baselines,
including sequence-based, graph-based, geometry-based, and
multi-modal methods. Specifically, all of the baseline methods
are summarized as follows:

• RNNS2S [8]: An unsupervised molecular representation
method that provides a continuous feature vector for each
molecule based on Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU).

• ST (SMILES Transformer) [10]: A data-driven molecular
fingerprinting method that learns molecular fingerprints
by unsupervised pretraining of sequence language models
based on Transformer.

• GIN [27]: A graph representation learning framework
based on graph isomorphism networks.

• CMPNN [31]: A communication message passing neural
network that enhances message interaction between atoms
and bonds through a communicative kernel.

• GEM [4]: A geometrically enhanced molecular
representation-based learning approach.

• Uni-Mol [32]: A 3D molecular representation learning
framework that can predict 3D positions.

• GraSeq [18]: A fusion representation learning model
for graphs and sequences that utilizes joint information
to learn efficient molecular representations for different
downstream tasks in molecular property prediction.

• 3D Infomax [16]: A pre-training method for molecular
property prediction that maximizes the mutual information
between learned 3D vectors and graph neural network
representations.



TABLE III
MOLECULAR PROPERTY PREDICTION RESULTS ON SEVERAL CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION DATASETS WITH BASELINES AND SGGRL.

Methods
ROC-AUC↑ (Higher is better) RMSE↓ (Lower is better)

BACE BBBP ClinTox Sider Tox21 ESOL FreeSolv

RNNS2S 0.740±0.017 0.898±0.011 0.910±0.036 0.550±0.006 0.702±0.005 1.277±0.066 2.939±0.175
ST 0.727±0.026 0.910±0.010 0.930±0.037 0.558±0.005 0.708±0.005 1.056±0.054 2.281±0.236

GIN 0.795±0.034 0.792±0.059 0.694±0.024 0.591±0.016 0.806±0.002 0.885±0.051 1.619±0.202
CMPNN 0.873±0.029 0.927±0.017 0.901±0.016 0.639±0.041 0.837±0.009 0.798±0.112 1.570±0.442

GEM 0.856±0.011 0.724±0.004 0.901±0.013 0.672±0.004 0.781±0.001 0.798±0.029 1.877±0.094
Uni-Mol 0.857±0.020 0.729±0.060 0.919±0.180 0.659±0.130 0.796±0.050 0.788±0.029 1.620±0.035

GraSeq 0.764±0.002 0.932±0.015 0.606±0.030 0.578±0.024 0.802±0.005 1.258±0.004 2.746±0.012
3D Infomax 0.794±0.019 0.691±0.010 0.594±0.032 0.534±0.033 0.745±0.074 0.894±0.028 2.337±0.227
GraphMVP 0.812±0.090 0.724±0.016 0.775±0.042 0.639±0.012 0.744±0.020 1.029±0.033 1.893±0.063

SGGRL(Ours) 0.917±0.020 0.967±0.010 0.979±0.016 0.682±0.015 0.847±0.013 0.628±0.057 0.847±0.116

TABLE IV
ABLATION EXPERIMENTS RESULTS ON SEVEN BENCHMARK DATASETS

Sequence Graph Geometry Bi-LSTM AttentionPool BACE BBBP Clintox Sider Tox21 ESOL Freesolv

- " " " " 0.818±0.058 0.945±0.003 0.900±0.091 0.636±0.008 0.755±0.016 0.790±0.112 0.870±0.134
" - " " " 0.866±0.032 0.948±0.002 0.941±0.099 0.628±0.020 0.791±0.023 0.802±0.105 1.271±0.523
" " - " " 0.876±0.018 0.914±0.036 0.932±0.020 0.636±0.009 0.777±0.021 0.839±0.074 0.927±0.020
" " " - " 0.847±0.053 0.942±0.009 0.932±0.063 0.655±0.036 0.822±0.008 0.772±0.118 1.535±0.049
" " " " - 0.893±0.008 0.904±0.028 0.920±0.011 0.620±0.028 0.780±0.031 0.738±0.153 0.864±0.138
" " " " " 0.917±0.020 0.967±0.010 0.979±0.016 0.682±0.015 0.847±0.013 0.628±0.057 0.847±0.116

• GraphMVP [33]: A Graph Multi-View Pre-training method
that learns molecular graph representations by utilizing
correspondence and consistency between 2D topological
structures and 3D geometric views.

C. Experimental Settings

For all experiments, the datasets are split by random splitting
and scaffold splitting according to MoleculeNet [30]. The ratio
of train, validation, and test sets for these two splitting ways
is 8:1:1. For a fair comparison, we perform five independent
runs with different random seeds, and calculate the mean and
standard deviation of (ROC-AUC) and root-mean-squared error
(RMSE) metrics. The hyper-parameters used in the experiments
are demonstrated in Table II.

D. Results and Analysis

Comparison experiments were conducted on five classifica-
tion datasets and two regression datasets to demonstrate the
effectiveness of SGGRL. The results of SGGRL and nine
baselines are reported in Table Table III, where the best-
performing results are highlighted in bold and the suboptimal
results are underlined. It is easy to conclude that: 1) By
combining different modalities of molecules, SGGRL signif-
icantly outperforms the baselines on all benchmark datasets.
Specifically, SGGRL achieves 91.7% accuracy on BACE,
96.7% on BBBP, 97.9% on Clintox, 68.2% on Sider, and
84.7% on Tox21, with an average relative improvement of
3.35% compared to suboptimal models in the classification

tasks. Moreover, its regression mean squared error achieves an
average decrease of 0.441 compared to suboptimal models.
2) SSGGRL also achieves state-of-the-art performance on
all benchmark datasets. In comparison to GraSeq, SGGRL
introduces the transformer module and the geometry modality,
both of which effectively enhance the representation with 32.6%
relative improvement. Additionally, SGGRL introduces the con-
sistency learning module and achieves more effective modalities
fusion. Compared with 3D Infomax and GraphMVP, SGGRL
introduces the sequence modality to capture the chirality and
functional group information, enhancing the representation
learning and achieving 31.6% relative improvement. 3) Whether
for single-task or multi-task datasets, SGGRL consistently
achieves excellent performance, especially on small-scale
datasets such as BACE and FreeSolv. Furthermore, the stability
of SGGRL outperforms the baselines in most cases. These
phenomena further demonstrate that multi-modal molecular
representation learning can more comprehensively capture
molecular characteristics and enhance molecular representation.

E. Ablation Studies

Here, lots of ablation experiments were conducted, which
aim to further verify the effectiveness of the multi-modal
mechanism, GlobalAttentionPool Readout layer, and Bi-LSTM
preprocessed encoding operation. Table Table IV reports the
mean and standard deviation of ROC-AUC and RMSE values.
Among them, the - in sequence, graph, and geometry columns
refers to the ablation methods that remove the corresponding
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Fig. 3. T-SNE visualization of the molecular representation space of GraphMVP, CMPNN, GraSeq, and SGGRL on the BBBP dataset. The red dots denote the
negative labels, and the blue dots denote the positive labels.

modal; the - in the Bi-LSTM column refers to the ablation
method that uses the embedding layer and position embedding
layer to preprocess sequence features before the transformer;
the - in the GlobalAttentionPool column refers to the ablation
method that uses GlobalMeanPool in the molecular encoder
readout layer. Based on the observations in Table Table IV, it is
easy to conclude that: 1) SGGRL significantly outperforms the
bimodal methods, which effectively verifies that the utilization
of sequence, graph, and geometry modal can more comprehen-
sively capture the molecular features and information. On the
whole, the contribution of the geometry modality to the SGGRL
is small, which may be because the molecular conformation
is randomized. 2) SGGRL method is more powerful than
the embedding layer and position embedding layer-based
method. It makes sense that the smiles sequence is undirect
and the Bi-LSTM can extract bidirectional information. 3)
SGGRL is superior to the GlobalMeanPool based. It can be
contributed that the AttentionPool layer pays attention to the
more important information of different modalities, which
releases the redundancy problem. Above all, these observations
re-confirm the effectiveness of SGGRL.

F. Molecular Representation Visualization

To intuitively showcase the representative capability of
SGGRL, we visualize the molecular representations learned by
GraphMVP, CMPNN, GraSeq, and SGGRL on the BBBP
dataset using T-SNE [34]. Based on the observations in
Figure 3, it is evident that four models achieve a remarkable
separation of molecular properties, with CMPNN, GraSeq, and
SGGRL producing clearer results. Notably, GraphMVP solely
utilizes geometry information during pre-training, lacking the
fusion mechanism needed to capture multi-modal information.
Additionally, the inclusion of randomized geometry information
may introduce noise, resulting in adverse effects, which also
provides verification of the analysis in the ablation study. The
edge-to-node message-passing mechanism enables CMPNN
to acquire comprehensive molecular semantics; however, its
performance is limited due to single-modality learning. Fur-

thermore, the classification boundary of SGGRL is the most
distinct. This reaffirms that SGGRL combined information
from different modalities can lead to a more accurate capture
of molecular semantics. As SGGRL was purposefully designed
to incorporate sequence, graph, and geometry modalities, it
yields comprehensive molecular representations and achieves
the best performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose SGGRL, a novel molecular
representation learning model based on the multi-modals of
molecules for molecular property prediction. Specifically, SG-
GRL is comprised of an encoder module, readout module, self-
supervised learning module, and property prediction module.
Among them, the encoder module utilizes sequence-based,
graph-based, and geometry-based encoders to acquire molecular
representations which contain different modal information.
The readout layer consists of a GlobalAttentionPool Read-
out layer which aims at capturing important information of
different modals to acquire molecule-level representations and
a weighted multi-modal fusion layer which aims at fusing
different modal representations with attention mechanisms to
get the final molecular representation. Moreover, to achieve
the compatibility and consistency of different modal rep-
resentations, SGGRL introduced a multi-modal contrastive
learning task module. Experiments demonstrate that SGGRL
achieves state-of-the-art performance compared with several
baselines in molecular property prediction tasks, and shows its
competitiveness.

In the future, we will continue to explore the molecular
representation works and improve the SGGRL. Specifically,
the modal encoders and the fusion mechanisms are two
crucial modules of the multi-modal molecular representation
model. The more representative encoders and more effective
fusion mechanisms can help the multi-modal model achieve a
more accurate molecular representation. In this work, SGGRL
considers the independent modal encoding process with the
late fusion of different modals and achieves strong portability.



More encoding interaction in the encoding process can be
taken into consideration to capture more comprehensive multi-
modal information. And more applications of SGGRL for other
biochemical tasks will be explored.
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